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FEATURES AND BENEFITS




The Jessica console is elegant and sophisticated.
Available in four pre-sealed marble finishes Carrara, Sofia Crema, Bardiglio and
Nero Marquinha and two limestone finishes Moleanos and Jura.
The console comes supplied with a stainless steel frame.

FAQ’s
Q: Is the Jessica console easy to install?
A: Yes, however we would recommend that a qualified installer is used.
Q: How do I care for my consoles?
A: Please refer to our cleaning and care instructions.
Q: Does the stone come pre-sealed?
A: Yes all consoles are pre-sealed with MN Stain Stop but may need resealing
periodically.
Q: How many tap holes does the console have?
A: The console is available with either one or three tap holes.
Q: Which tap or mixers can I use?
A: Please refer to our Bathroom Technical Guide which shows tap compatibility.

Important Information about this product.
1. Carefully unpack your new product and inspect for damage and shortages.
2. Report any discrepancies before installation. No claim for damage will be given after
installation.
3. Protect the unit from damage during installation.
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DIMENSIONAL DRAWING
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INSTALLATION GUIDELINES
Fixing the stand in position.
1. Place the stainless steel console frame in position against the wall, ensuring that
the two legs are upright.
2. Using a spirit level, ensure that the top of the console frame is level – from side
to side, from front to back and from corner to corner.
3. Once the frame is correctly aligned, mark the position of the fixing holes on to
the wall. Fix the frame to the wall using appropriate fixings for the on site
substrate conditions (not supplied).
4. Fit the marble / stone ‘cheeks’ to the side of the console and then the front of the
console. Note that the marble / stone ‘cheeks’ sit on the inside of the frame.
(We suggest that a thin bead of clear silicone is applied to the frame and that the
marble / stone ‘cheeks’ are ‘bedded’ in to this).
5. With the marble / stone ‘cheeks’ correctly aligned, secure in position with the
retaining plates. *Do not over tighten.
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Installation of the bowl and top to the stand.

Please be aware that the marble top is heavy. We suggest that a minimum of two
people manoeuvre and lift the product.
1. Adjust the four adjustment screws on to which the ceramic bowl sits to their
lowest position.
2. Position the ceramic bowl on to the console frame, sitting on to the adjustment
screws, with the overflow channel towards the front.
3. Apply a bead of clear silicone to the top rim of the ceramic bowl.
4. Apply a thin bead of clear silicone to the top surface of the console frame on to
which the marble / stone top sits.
5. Gently place the marble / stone top on to the console frame, making sure to
align with the bowl and the frame.
6. Adjust the adjustment screws under the ceramic bowl so as the bowl is lifted to
meet the underside of the marble / stone top, ensuring that the marble / stone
top is not lifted off of the frame.
7. Place the marble / stone splash back in to position, securing it to the wall with
clear silicone.
8. The taps and waste can now be installed in to the console.
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CLEANING AND CARE INSTRUCTIONS
Stainless Steel (General)
To maintain the pleasing appearance of your Bathroom product you must perform periodic
and frequent cleaning. For best results clean using a mild soap, rinse thoroughly with
warm water and blot dry with a clean, soft cloth. Allowing water to evaporate on metal will
form water deposits which may eventually cause corrosive concentration from setting up
upon the surface.
Under no circumstances should an abrasive cleaner or combination cleaner/polish
be used on these products. The abrasive nature of such products will eventually
destroy the finish and void the warranty.
In the event of stubborn blemishes shown on the finish, we recommend using a window
cleaner with a soft cloth, but we do not recommend it be used on an everyday basis.
Marble/Limestone
Your console has been pre-sealed with DRY TREAT, stain proof; however please
bear in mind the following care instructions:






 To maintain the pleasing appearance of your Bathroom product you must perform
periodic and frequent cleaning. For best results clean using MN Easycare by Lithofin
following the manufacturer’s instructions and then blot dry with a clean dry, soft cloth.
 All stains and spillages should be cleaned up immediately using a blotting method
then cleaned with warm soapy water and dried thoroughly using a soft cloth.
 Please keep soaps in a soap dish and do not allow liquid soaps (particularly those
with a citrus or antibacterial content) to stand on the surface.
The marble/limestone finish on your Jessica console may require sealing periodically
using DRY TREAT, stain proof.

WAREHOUSE LONG DESCRIPTION
Packaging
Weight

Jessica Stone 10Kg
Jessica Frame 10Kg
Jessica Under Basin 9Kg

Jessica Console

